
COMO

Learn and practice your Italian in Como!
Discover and enjoy Como through our Italian outside lessons

with mothertongue qualified teachers!!!

inlingua como - via b. luini, 3 - como
tel. 031 43 100 92 - como@inlingua.it - www.inlingua.com - www.inlinguacomo.it
Reception: from Monday to Friday: 9.30-13.00/14.00-20.00 Saturday:10.00-13.00

At the restaurant

Aperitivo italiano

Program: Vocabulary (ingredients and cookware).
Asking for the menu, something to drink and to eat, the
toilet, the bill. Asking for more  information about 
dishes. Booking a table at a restaurant. Polite 
expressions. Italian culture: the tip, the “etiquette” and 
the expressions to use in formal/informal situations.
Duration: 1 and a half hour - N. of students: from 1 
to 8 - Time: lunch time - Place: in a restaurant of the 
city center.

Price: € 43,00 per person (lunch not included)

Program: Vocabulary: ingredients and cookware. Asking
for: the menu, something to drink and to eat, the toilet, 
the bill. Polite expressions. Meeting people: introduce 
yourself: What's your name? Where are you from? 

Duration: 2 hours - N. of students: from 1 to 10 
Time: From 18.30pm to 20.30pm - Place: in a bar of 
the city center.

Price: € 50,00 per person (drinks not included)

What's your job?

Call 031 43 100 92  and book your lesson!



COMO

Learn and practice your Italian in Como!
Discover and enjoy Como through our Italian outside lessons

with mothertongue qualified teachers!!!

Introduce yourself !!!

Shopping in Como

Program: Introduce yourself:  What’s your name? Where 
are you from? What's your job? How old are you?  What 
time is it? Giving and asking for directions. What's your 

Duration: 1 or 2 hours - N. of students: from 1 to 8
Time: From 9.30am to 20.00pm - Place: in your hotel

Price: € 30,00 per hour per student

Program: Vocabulary: clothes and accessories. Asking 
for: the price, the size, the colours, similar styles, the
dressing room, a discount. Asking for direction to find

Duration: 2 hours - N. of students: from 1 to 3 
Time: 

 - Place: in the 
From 9.30am to 12.30pm and from 16.00am 

to 18.30pm (no Monday mornings)

Price: € 55,00 per person

Call 031 43 100 92  and book your lesson!

Other courses available on request!

a shop.

city center.

or at school.

come ti
chiami?

number? 
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